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Why do we need space law in Poland ?
What national space law is supposed to regulate ?
How specific issues: delimitation of outer space,
liability, insurance etc. should be resolved ?

Are lawyers the creators of
space law ?

Ce ne sont pas les philosophes
avec leur theories, ni les juristes
avec leur formules, mais les
ingenieurs avec leurs inventions
qui font le droit, et surtout le
progres du droit

Albert de Lapardelle

We need and we have to
adopt local space law…
Main reasons
legislation:

for

National

space

 Authorisation and supervision of space
activities
Outer Space
Treaty
Liability
Convention

 Registrations of space objects
 Allocation of
insurance]

Approx. 30 states adopted national space legislation
Attempts to ensure the coherent universal concept of the
national space legislation: (1) ILA Model Law 2012 (2) UN
resolution 2013

liability

[redress

&

Looking for a coherence in building blocks….

• Authorisation
• Supervision
• Registration
• Indemnification
• Additional Aspects:
- Compulsory Insurance
- Liability Aspects
- Administrative Procedure
- Technical Safety Evaluation

Subject of space activity

• A. space activity - launching a space object into
space, exploitation of a space object, and bringing
a space object to Earth
• A. should we add: sub-orbital activities, space
tourism,….. ?

Q. What activities
should be the subject
of space law ?

Space activities, include the following..[which national space law is it…?]

(a) Launch

(e) Operating Space Objects, including (l) Scientifically exploring space,
monitoring and controlling them.
conducting space-related scientific
experiments, and participating in
astronomy activities.

(k) Providing logistical support services in
Outer Space.

(i) Space Resources exploration or
extraction activities

(j) Activities for the exploitation and use
of Space Resources for scientific,
commercial or other purposes

(b) Re-Entry

(f) Satellite communication activities.

m) Manned Spaceflights, or long-term
human residence in space, or the
construction or use of facilities in space
or on the surface of celestial bodies,
permanently or temporarily

(c) Removing or disposing of a Space
Object from the orbit.

(g) Activities of space navigation, remote
sensing or Earth observation.

(n) Manufacture, assembly, completion,
development, testing, transportation,
storage, trade or disposal of space
technologies.

(d) Operating the Launch sites or ReEntry

(h) Space awareness activities
(awareness of the space’s case, status
quo, and surrounding conditions),
including monitoring and tracking of
Space Objects.

(o) Any other Space Activities determined
by a Cabinet decision based on the
proposal of the Board of Directors

Other space sector-related activities, which include the following:
(c) Collecting or trading Meteorites that fall in
the State’s Territory.
(a) Space Supporting Flights and High-Altitude
Activities that are not subject to Federal Law No.
(20) of 1991 above mentioned, whether they are
carried out in the State’s Territory or include the
participation of a flying aircraft or vehicle registered
in the State.

(d) Specialised training programs related to space
fields by non-governmental agencies.

(b) Space Data management activities, which
include receiving, storing, processing, distributing,
archiving or disposing of any Space Data.

(e) Any other Space Sector-related activities
determined by a Cabinet decision, upon the
proposal of the Board of Directors.

Airspace/space limits
• A. International space law does not specify at
what height above the Earth's surface (sea
level) space begins. This issue is regulated by
the national law, e.g. in Denmark, UAE (100 km,
80 km etc.)
• A. The determination of the lower limit of outer
space may increase the legal certainty; this may
help in determining if the space activity falls
within the limits of outer space or not in case to
penalize, inter alia, the conduct of space
activities without a permit.

Q: should the space law
define the so-called
lower limit of outer
space, to ensure legal
certainty ? If so, at what
height should it run ?

Near Space
• A. The so-called intermediate region (Near
Space) extending approx. 18-160 km between
the air space and outer space would be
created after the separation of two legal
regimes: air and space, which would better
serve the performance of space transport (e.g.
suborbital flights and space tourism).

This idea uses the precedent of the EEZ in the
law of the sea and suggests a new
categorization of „Exclusive Utilization Space”;
this could increase the market's interest in
investing in space transportation and the
insurance industry would gain greater ability to
assess risks.

Q: should the law on
space activities
regulate highaltitude activities ?

Space mining
• A. The space mining in essence seems to be compatible with
international law. Regulation by individual states, enabling the
obtaining of legal title to space resources already extracted
from their natural location and then transferred to a place
subject to the regulating state’s jurisdiction, could contribute to
creation of international customary law rule. Such a rule could
in turn improve legal certainty for any company considering
investment in this domain, which could benefit any human
space activity undertaken by any state or non-state entity, by
reducing cost of such activities (by means of in-space supply of
consumables).

• A. Such national regulation could also benefit the country
introducing such legislation, especially if accompanied by
investment made in space activities by public or private entities
from such a country, by way of attraction of further private
investment in domestic space sector.

Q: should the space
law regulate space
mining ?

Spaceports
• A. We can find such regulations for example in Space
Industry Act 2018 (UK), Outer Space and High-altitude
Activities Act 2017(New Zealand) and in Space (Launches
and Returns) Act 2018 (Australia).
• A. A domestic regulation of space launch sites could be
considered, in order to reduce costs and improve
practicability of orbital or suborbital launch activities. Such
regulation should consider any barriers to the use of state
property, including military training grounds, that are
encountered by civilian high-powered rocketry activities.
These barriers may include, but are not limited to, the
predictability of the availability of rocket ranges and the
safeguards required for civilian rocket launches, including
those related to securing the adjacent area of territorial
waters.

Q: should the space
law regulate
spaceports (launch
facilities) in Poland ?

• A. International liability and responsibility for space debris have
remained uncertain for years.

Environmental
protection

• Considering that this aspect is major hazard to space activities, many
countries are introducing internal regulations in order to minimize the
risk of space pollution.

• For example New Zealand in The Outer Space and High-altitude
Activities Act introduced the obligation to have an orbital debris
mitigation plan for entities who apply for a launch licence or payload
permit.
• In the United Arab Emirates in Federal Law on the Regulation of the
Space Sector from 2019, there is a provision which states that every
Operator authorised to own or develop a Space Object, or carry out or
participates in Space Activities, shall take the necessary measures and
plans to mitigate Space Debris and reduce the effects thereof, as
determined by a decision issued by the Board of Directors.
• A. A domestic regulation of environmental protection such as space
debris and protection of the earth’s environment should be considered
in the future Polish law on space activities.

Q: what aspects of
environmental
protection in space
activities should be
included in the space
law act ?

In the future Polish space law, it will be
necessary to establish a regime of liability for
damage caused in the course of space
activities.
Currently: only the international convention on
liability and general principles of civil liability in
Polish law.

Civil liability for damages
caused in the course of
space activities

The Convention is intended rather to regulate
the consequences of harm caused to an entity
from another country.
First, state liability -> recourse to the actually
responsible entity.

Q: if both the perpetrator
and the victim are from
the same country, such
rules make any sense ?

Our task is to examine similar regulations in
other countries in particular in the USA,
France, Russia, Japan and Luxembourg, but
also India, Israel, Australia, Germany and UK
and to propose a civil liability regime covering
horizontal disputes in one country
and rules for recourse claims in the event of
compensation for damage by the state.

Regulation of liability & insurance
as strategical and political tool...
On the basis of
space law
regime

• The state shifts its liability to the entities liable
(licensed space operators, any other)

• Allocation of the liability between the entitities
involved in the same space project
• The limits of the liability under the national space
laws: connected with the compulsory liability
insurance

On the basis of
general tort law
?
Incentivizing
factor ?
Only licensed
operators need
it ?

Space insurance
• Legal Issues ?
• No mandatory insurance under international
law
• Incoherent national laws [liability for space
activities or space objects ?]
• Only ‚space activity’ subject to mandatory
insurance (space-related out of space law
regime)

Q: no insurance no
license … or no license
no insurance ?
Insurance

•

The operator shall be obliged to conclude a liability
insurance agreement for damage caused in connection with
the introduction of a space object covered by the permit into
space, its operation and, where justified by the type of
space object - for damage associated with the termination of
the operation of that object.

•

(2) The insurance (…) shall not be subject to the provisions
of the Act on compulsory insurance…...

Recourse
•

Where Poland has covered the damage, the State
Treasury shall have a recourse to the operator, up to the
amount of the insurance sum.

•

If the damage was caused by the fault of the operator or
in connection with violation of the terms of the permit, the
State Treasury shall be entitled to claim reimbursement
in the full amount.
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